
Rainbow Reiki is a system of spiritual 
healing based on Traditional Usui Reiki. 
But Rainbow Reiki has been constantly 
developed through research and the 
memories of past lives of Walter Lübeck. 
The 2. degree of Rainbow Reiki offers 
tremendous healing techniques and goes far beyond anything the Traditional 
Usui Reiki has to offer. Experienced masters of Traditional Usui Reiki will 
learn 98 % new content in a RR 2. degree class. RR is worldwide renowned 
as a first class spiritual healing art.

The program of the 2. degree of Rainbow Reiki (RR)
This class contains two partial initiations

Everybody with a 1. degree of Rainbow Reiki can participate in a RR 2 class. 
The class comes with printed english manuals & certificate and a set of 
english Chakra-Energy-Cards.

1.The three symbols and mantras of the 2. degree of Traditional Usui Reiki, 
their use and spiritual meaning.
2.The original Five Lemurian symbols and mantras of the RR 2. degree, their 
use and spiritual meaning: One symbol for activation of the 6. chakra; one for 
spiritual children and psychic adults; one for integrating other energies of 
healing into a RR distant treatment; one for promoting heathy flow of the 
energies of life; one for intense Medicine Buddha work.
3.The RR shower
4.The Three RR Princples
5.The RR room cleansing
6.RR distant healing with Lemurian symbols and options to integrate other 
healing energies into the distant healing. 
7.The RR power mental healing
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8.The RR power mental healing for harmonizing shocks and healing 
reactions
9.Falayna Sayi - The special distant healing of RR which requires only 8 
minutes, with tremendous new techniques like emotional download, soul-light 
healing, automated use of the symbols and mental healing, integration of 
other healing energies. 
10.Hip correction within five minutes (purely energetical!)
11.Atlas vertebra correction within five minutes (purely energetical!)
12.Deletion of allergies within five minutes
13.The RR cleansing of the brain-stem from toxines, fears, addictions etc.
14.Correction of the occipital bones (purely energetical!) 
15.Correction of the diaphragm (purely energetical!) 
16.Correction of teeth (purely energetical)
17.The RR navel harmonization
18.The Three spiritual part personalities (Inner Child; Middle Self; Higher Self)
and how to work together with them for a better life.
19.RR distant treatment into past and future
20.RR KarmaClearing
21.How to produce RR amulets.
22.Contacting and working together with angels and other beings of light.
23.RR distant treatment for groups.
24.Basic techniques of RR Feng Shui
25.Basics of RR Chi Gong and RR Hara energizing.
26.Basic of RR Astrotherapy: Healing the astrological partpersonalities.

Walter Lübeck wrote 25 books. Eight books are about Reiki. The books are 
translated to more than 20 languages. Walter Lübeck teaches Reiki since 
1989, is Master/Teacher of Traditional Usui Reiki, founder and Grandmaster 
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of Rainbow Reiki and Shihan-Kaku of Jikkiden Reiki. He traveled Japan, 
Hongkong, Bali and India doing research about Usui Reiki and its roots. He 
works together with other internationally Reiki masters like William Lee Rand 
and Arjava Petter in writing books, giving classes and doing research. In 
spring 2012 he took part in a scientific research project with Dr. Ignat Ignatov 
from Bulgaria about his psychic healing and Reiki talents with excellent 
results (see extra file).

Rainbow Reiki and Falayna Say are copyrights by Walter Lübeck.
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